Cambridge BRAINFest 2017 - Visitor Evaluation

The numbers
• ~300 visitors attended the Opening Variety Night
• ~400 visitors attended Brains & Mental Health
• ~1000 visitors attended the BRAINFest exhibition on Saturday
• ~1500 visitors attended the BRAINFest exhibition on Sunday
• 214 visitors completed* evaluation forms
* *(36% (77) of people did not turn the evaluation form over to
complete the reverse side

The visitors’ experience
• How would you rate BRAINFest?
• 4.8/5 (n= 193) (2 visitors answered 3), 21 did not answer

• On a scale of 1 to 10
• How much do you think you learnt? (n=211)
• 8.2

• Are you more motivated about neuroscience than before? (n=208)
• 8.2

• Have you a better understanding of the benefits and risks associated with
neuroscience research? (eg. Translational research, use of animals etc)
• 8.5

Logistics (graphs on following pages)
• Have you attended a University event before (n=130)
• 43% no, 57% yes

• Who did you attend with? (n= 136)
• 19.9% alone, 23.5% couple, 42.6% family with children, 14% friends

• How did you find out about it? (n= 137)
• 13.9% BrainART, 39.4% WOM (Friends, family, work), 25.5% online (FB,
Twitter, website, email), 8.8% (newspaper, radio, adverts), 12.4% walk past
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Ages of evaluators (n= 125*)
• 1-9 years – 7% (n=9)
• 10-19 years – 13.3% (n=17)
• 20-29 years – 15.6% (n=20)
• 30-39 years – 19.5% (n=25)
• 40-49 years – 24.2% (n=31)
• 50-59 years – 13.2% (n=17)
• 60-69 years – 5.4%* (n=7)
• 70-79 years – 1.6%* (n=2)
*(36% (77) of people did not turn the evaluation form over – this maybe reflected in the lower numbers at older ages
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What was your favourite aspect of BRAINFest? (1of3)
Neuron in microscope + autism
Consciousness research
Lectures
Interactive activities
Psychosis ‘stand’
Interaction with research and researchers
Interactive components
The exhibits
Direct interaction with the scientists
Alzheimer’s
All
Info not just for kids
Dementia, brain wiring, autism
Children’s BRAINArt
The memory of me
Demos
Playdoh brain making. Memory game.
Virtual reality
The chilli pain threshold
General buzz
Variety of learning sources
Brain wave controller
Making the neurons
Informative lectures practical aspects of the stalls
The look of the venue
The gaming apps
The bee brain
Discussions at the stalls
Stroke
3D demos
Stalls were very well informed
The pain experiment
I liked the educational safety
The interactive parts
Everything!
EEG
EEG
Capsaicin
EEG
Wide selection of fun including VR and locust!
Approach made by speakers was accessible
The explanation of adult stem cells
The controlling cube
Psychosis stand, VR experiment, beautiful light displays
Explanation for kids
Building a brain
Seeing the different brains
3D vision game

The art exhibition
Interactivity
Alzheimer’s
The stroke exhibit, and the lectures.
Looking at the animal rooms
Video games
Interactive element
Interaction
Talking to the scientists
Behaviour and Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer’s
Talks on particular dieases e.g MS
Excellent presentation on Friday
Talking to scientists
Dementia healing
Guessing brains
Looking at the animal brains
The chance to speak with researchers
Zoe Kourtzi
Psychosis exhibit
VR
Use of technology to demo things
The animal brains
Building the brain

What was your favourite aspect of BRAINFest? (2 of 3)
Red brains
Explanations, friendly, research
Making playdoh brains and neurons
Excellent interactive elements for children
Learning about dementia
Neural networks
The enthusiasm of the lecturers.
Talking to the experts
Brain development and Nick
The experiments
Dementia, VR experience
Chili scale and understanding organs.
Live experiments (except the locusts)
I love the layout of the stands and the lights
Enthusiastic demos
Lectures, Babbage evening
The thing with electric shocks and faces
Overall set up
The VR because I liked collecting the cones.
Trying out practical tasks/experiments
Depth vision
Hands on experiments
Neuroscience research in consciousness
Watching my dad get electrocuted
Dementia
Test - research
Interactive showcase
Café scientifique
Final discussion on mental health
Virtual reality
There were lots of things that are usually unknown
Everything!
Interactive elements, the drophosit table
VR, dementia
Definitely locust stand
Hands-on
Dementia stall, lots of activities for children
interactivity
Interactive trauma and Tetris, Excellent thank you!
VR
The pain heat test
Café Scientifique
Kids were amused!! Animated activities
Interactive
There were lots of hands-on activities.
Video games
The setting, attractive to groups
Making a neuron
The cooling of a baby
Mind controlling the actions
The variety of activities on offer
Auditory nerve in the desert cricket!
Science
Everything
Interactive
VR
Both the displays and the talks were excellent. Thank you.
Optical illusions
exhibits, games, VR
Interactive displays e.g. virtual reality
They were all very interesting
VR toys, good displays of actual research
Neuroscience and neuron basics.
Discussion about compulsion
Exhibits
Alzheimer’s research
Our sons art exhibit from St Luke’s (BRAINArt)
Seeing different sizes of animals brains
Seeing different brains.
Interactive displays
The talks, atmosphere + area – lots of interactive elements!
Everything

What was your favourite aspect of BRAINFest? (3 of 3)
Interactive displays and clear explanations – which were tailored to the age appropriate audience.
Wish we could’ve stayed longer and that its run again next year! Awesome!
Really enjoyed all the stalls and the talks. My favourite was the lecture 7-9pm panel of experts on Saturday
excellent speakers, outstanding hands on exhibits, terrific topics for all involved, brilliant throughout! Repeat!!
Enthusiastic presenters. Current research-very inspiring. Best educational event I have been to.
All of it-the enthusiasm of the people and not realising how much different research was going on. Sci-future is in fact reality!
The amount of expertise and the way it was showing science’s applications to people’s lives.
I love the fact that there were games and VR that really helped me understand!
The academics that were running the stalls were approachable and friendly and explained their research clearly for a large audience
The enthusiasm of the researchers – wonderful to know that such dedicated people are trying to solve our problems
Great people and lecturers, Nice design and presentation of stands, Thank you
Impossible to say: All fascinating. Special interest in stroke effects and OCD
Opportunities to learn about the researchers, talking to scientists and hands on for kids
I discovered new aspects of neuroscience and brain function that I never thought about before
The interactive activities/tasks, speaking to enthusiastic and knowledgeable people
Hands on activities for children. Please run this event again next year!
Talks @ the Babbage lecture theatre, talks and the psychosis stand
VR. Great job, brilliant translation for all ages and understanding
Range of activities from young to old children. Lots of stuff and students to help and explain
Good to chat to people. I have a brain tumour so interested in research and how my experience could help others
My 5 year old daughter was happy with the material she could get
Friendly and helpful researchers and experts on the stalls and in the talks
Interactive displays. People willing and able to talk about their research
Impossible to say: All fascinating. Special interest in stroke effects and OCD
The range of disorders covered and the interactive elements.
Different sorts of brains. Technology applied to health research.
The games so you couldn’t understand what was happening
Big success with children + families, good use of twitter

Any other comments? (1 of 2)
“It is amazing! So many brain scientists under one roof! So interesting!”
“Another one next year, please”
“Bigger venue anticipated next year, I think”
“Fabulous exhibition”
“It was amazing”
“Thank you!”
“Great informative events for all levels of knowledge”
“Brilliant”
“Very informative an interactive. Great event, also great it was free!”
“Very interesting and well explained for non-medic”
“Excellent festival”
“Very informative, Loved the practical exercises”
“Good event, would recommend to others”
“The best!”
“It was a brilliant event”
Really good event
“Very enjoyable and informative”
“Do it again!”
“Please repeat. Excellent. Thank you”
“Brilliant!”
“Would like to do it again, it was very interesting”
“I liked everything”
“Brilliant, well done!”
“It was fun”
“Awesome, amazing, fantastic!”
Perfect, cool
“I especially liked the memory/trauma stand”
“Well done! Excellent! Good animal stands as well as a ‘human’ range”
“Really good day”
“Brilliant”
“We would like to see more of the event in the future”

Any other comments? (1 of 2)
“I felt like there was a lot to see here, I came for the whole weekend and felt I still didn’t have time to do everything. Could it go on for longer?
Also the Café Scientifique could have had more seating! I really liked the fact that the interactive stalls were for adults whereas at the festival of ideas
and science festival seemed to be aimed at children. They were also very high quality stalls not just posters.”
“I wanted to attend a few talks upstairs but there was no room in the lecture room. More seats/room for talks would be great.”
“We were unable to get into the lecture hall, you need a bigger room or make people leave rather than stay in the lecture hall.”
“Shame we were not able to listen to any of the talks as people just stayed in the room so no one else could go in”
“The Café Scientifique was very popular – probably should be in a larger venue next year!”
“The lecture rooms need to be larger; many people couldn’t get in.”
“Not generally well advertised. Why not do local secrets? Or other university ads?”
“Brilliant couple of days thank you! But, a bigger room for talks.”
“Accessibility could be better. Café Scientifique in larger venue”
“Not enough space for Café Scientifique”
“Lots aimed at adults - Couldn’t get into the talk”
“Needs better advertising”
“I don’t understand the purpose of the dry ice machine”
“Symposium was too much a boy’s club”
“Some more things for toddlers would be great”
“Drinks should’ve been available”
“More tech devices to try”

